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N.C.I.W.C Board Meeting
11/6/93
The meeting was called to order by the
President, Chuck Stockham at the home of Ken
and Carol Gabriel at 11:45 A.M. Other Board
members present were Jackie Barnett, Terry
Burchette, Jenny Clark, Maria Grotano, John
Hays, Marilyn Shaw and Carol Gabriel. Other
members present included Peter and Stephanie
Brown, Penny Worel, Robin Burchette, Arline
Stockham, Janet Souza, Frank Christian, Linda
Souza, Mike Nelson, Gary Barnett, Belle Hays,
Ron and Joan Trifeletti, Greg Shaw, Ken Gabriel,
Mike and Aggie Curtis.
Secretary's Report Applications were read
for prospective new members as follows:
Mike Nelson, Stuart and Deby MacLeod, Karen
Lo Presti and Chris Johnson, Adrian and
Catherine Downes, Jan Kirkby, Dr. R.D. and
Alexis Landskroner, Linda MacDonald, Bob and
It was
Jo Ekas and Sam and Joan Jennings.
into
voted
be
MSP that all these applicants
the Club.
A letter and the minutes of the Liaison
It was
Committee meeting had been received.
MSP that we vote yes to the proposals they
#1-Shall the regular, scheduled
put forth.
rotation across the U.S.for the National
#2 ~ Should the IWCA
Specialty be instituted?
Liaison Committee continue to be a viable
committee of the IWCA? Chuck Stockham will
be our current Liaison representative.
Treasurer's Report John reported that
we have a balance of $4 , 300. in the bank.
concluded that it is not necessary to
He
raise our dues at this time. We continue to
stay very close to our annual budget and,
after our big expenses have been paid, we
still have a good account balance. Our Match,
Auction and Specialty all made nice profits.
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Old Business Robin reported that the Motel,
Fairgrounds and Restaurant had sent us thank you
notes and invited us to return. The Fairgrounds
returned ou~cleaning deposit.
New Business Our 1994 Show Chairperson will be
Arline Stockham. The Specialty will be held on
9/17 and the same locations will be used as in
1993. Cattleman's will give us the entire back
room. Dinner reservations will go to Suzanne
Mccombs and lunch reservations will be sent to
Joan Trifeletti.
A Sweepstakes Judge for 1994 was chosen from the
following slate: Sharon Krough, Edd Abblett and
Roni Kalusa. Edd Abblett will be invited.
Our annual fun Match will be held 4/30/94 at the
home of the Souzas. A judge was chosen from the
following slate: Jean Brauner, Ann Prill and
Royce Northcott. Jean Brauner, who is applying
to AKC to judge Wolfhounds, was selected.
Joan Trifeletti will be the Nominating Committee
Chairperson. Janet Souza resigned as Public
Education Coordinator for AKC. She felt this
position would be best served by someone with
access to schools, etc, It was decided to ask
Brenda Taylor to take on this position.
The next Board Meeting will be held on 2/20/94
after the IW judging at the Santa Clara Show.
Respectfully submitted,

Carol Gabriel
Secretary
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SANTA CRUZ KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Ms Roxanne Petersen Mahan
BOB: CH
BOS, vJD:
BOW,WB:
RWB:
RWD:

Au
9

st 21, 1993
3-5-0-1

TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
DIEI'ER VON DER OELMUHLE - Graham & Eaton
FLEEIWIND WHITEHALL CRYSTAL - Fleetwind Knls
NOININ CNOC NEALA O'LI1'1ERICK - Souza
GABRIEL' S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel

SALINAS VALLEY K.C.
Judge: Mrs Margaret Young Renihan

August 22 , 1993
(7) 2- 4-0-1

BOB: CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC' L - Burchett
BOS, BOW, WD: DIETER VON DER OELMUHLE - Graham & Eaton
WB:
SUNSTAG CAI.A LILI SC - Hirsch
RWB: FLEE'IWIND WHITEHALL CRYSTAL - Fleetwind Knls
RWD : GABRIEL' S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
DEL MONTE KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Judy Doniere

August 28, 1993
(9) 4- 4-0- 1

BOB : CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOS , WD : FLEEIWIND SEAN OF WHITEHALL - Hawksworth &
Rosebrock
BOW, WB: FLEEIWIND CHAMPAGNE - Rosebrock & Fleetwind Knls
RWB :
NOININ CNOC NEALA O' LI1'1ERICK - Souza
RWD:
LYNGE'S SAMPSON - Simoni
SUN MAID K.C . OF FRESNO
Judge : Mrs Ingel:::org James

September 4 , 1993
(8) 3- 4-1- 0

BOB : CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS , BOW, WB : MACSHOI BONNI E BLUE SUNSTAG - Hirsch
WD :
DESTINY LUGH O'MALLEY - Mccombs & Moore
RWD : FLEE'IWIND SEAN OF WHITEHALL - Hawksworth & Rosebrock
RWB : NOININ CNOC NEALA O'LIMERICK - Souza
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SEQUOIA KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Miss Dorothy Nickles

September 5, 1993
(9) 3-5- 1-0

BOB : CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS, WB: KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark & Smith
BOW,WD: FLEE'IWIND SEAN OF WHITEHAI.L - Hawksworth &
Rosebrock
RWD:
SUNSTAG XANADU SOLO - Hirsch
RWB :
MACSHOI BONNIE BLUE SUNSTAG - Hirsch
KINGS KENNEL CLUB OF HANFORD
Judge : Muriel Newhouser
BOB : CH
BOS, WB:
BOW, WD:
RWD :
RWB :

PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
NOININ CNOC NEAI.A OF LIMERICK - Souza
SUNSTAG XANADU SOLO - Hirsch
DESTINY LUGH O'MALI.EY - Mccombs & Moore
KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark & Smith

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE K.C.
Judge: Russell McFadden
BOB : CH
BOS : CH
BOW, WB :
WD :
RWD:
RWB :

September 6, 1993
(8) 2-5- 1- 0

September 19, 1993
(25) 7-13-3-2

KNIGHIWIND ' S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
STARR OF LIMERICK - Barnett
KAELYN TIP 0 I LADD OF LIMERICK - Pinney
ERINWOOD s CORPORATE RAIDER - Paloma
PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
NOININ CNOC NEAI.A O'LIMERICK - Souza
I

BONANZA K. C. OF CARSON CITY
Judge: Charles Trotter

October 2, 1993
(14) 3- 8- 2-1

BOB: CH TORY KELI.CASTLE SUMPIN ' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOS,BOW, WD : GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
WB:
APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
RWB: NOININ CNOC NEAI.A O' LIMERICK - Souza
RWD : KNIGHIWIND'S LOGAN OF TORY - Burchett
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RENO KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Jon LaBree

October 3, 1993
(13) 3-7-2-1

BOB: CH KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth & McKernan
BOW,WB: NOININ.CNOC NEALA O'LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
WD:
RWD: SUNSTAG XANADU SOLO - Hirsch
RWB: BAILEBRAE JAMAICAN RED MIST - Joiner
CONTRA COSTA KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Isabell Staffers

October 9, 1993
(8) 2-5-0-1

BOB, BOW, WD: CONNEMARA Is DOZER - Powell
BOS: CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC ' L - Burchett
NOININ CNOC NEALA O'LIMERICK - Souza
WB:
RWB: KNIGH'IWIND'S !SHARA OF TINTERN - Barnett
RWD: APPLEARBOR RYAN - Luba & Pierce
DONNER TRAIL KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Gloria Reese

.October 10, 1993
(10) 2-7-0-1

BOB,BOW,WD: CONNEMARA'S DOZER - Powell
BOS: CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
WB: KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark & Smith
RWB: HEARTSONG REBEL Is JUBILEE - Kuhar
RWD: OAKWOOD' S MORE THANA THRILLER - Wakeman
CHICO DOG FANCIERS ASSOCIATION
Judge: Raymond McGinnis

KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark & Smith
*** FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP***
CH KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth & McKernan
FLEEIWIND SEAN OF WHITEHALL - Hawksworth & Rosebrock
GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
BAILEBRAE CONTESSA - Grotano

BOB,BOW,WB :
BOS:
WD :
RWD :
RWB :

October 15, 1993
(14) 5-6-2-1
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TWO CITIES KENNEL CLUB
Judge : Frank Sabella

October 16, 1993
(20) 8-8-2-2

BOB, BOW, WB: BAILEBRAE CONTESSA - Grotano
BOS:
CH KE1.LCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth &
McKernan
WD:
CARROY COLUM - Rosebrock
RWD:
GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
RWB:
TOMFOOLERY'S CALLI OF GABRIEL - Trifeletti
SACRAMENTO KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Paula Hartinger

October 17, 1993
(25) 11-11-2-1

BOB: CH MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
BOS: CH TORY KELLCASTLE CUMPIN' SPEC'l, CGC - Burchett
BOW,WB: GLEN ELLEN SHEENA OF TARA HTS - Curtis
WD:
FLEETWIND SEAN OF WHITEHALL - Hawksworth & Rosebrock
RWD: MICHAEL O'ROURKE OF TARA HTS - Curtis
RWB: FLEETWIND CHAMPAGNE - Rosebrock & Fleetwind Knls
DEL VALLE DOG CLUB OF LIVERMORE
Judge: Robert Stein

October 24, 1993
(15) 5-7-2-1

BOB: CH TORY KE1.LCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOS: CH NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOW,WD: GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel
WB:
FLEETWIND CHAMPAGNE - Rosebrock
RWB: APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
RVID: FLEE'IWIND SEAN OF WHITEHALL - Hawksworth & Rosebrock
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DOG FANCIERS
Judge: Mrs Jeraldeen Crandall

October 31, 1993
(9) 2-5-1-1

BOB: CH NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH TORY KE1.LCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOW, WB: TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
WD:
CONNEMARA 1 S DOZER, CD - Powell
RWD: KAELYN CONOR OF LIMERICK - Taylor
RWB: HEARTSONG REBEL' S JUBILEE - Kuhar
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Open Field Results
Woodland, October 16, 1993 - Judge: Chuck Malone
Entry: 11 Wolfhounds
1st- Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Germont - Aiken
**** Courser Of Merrit Title ****
2nd- Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Chpnverse ~Aiken
3rd- Am Can Ch. Knightwind 1 s Autumn Magic - Stockham
4th- FC Binsrath Arddun 0 Barra Gwynn - Aiken
NBQ- West Wind 1 s-a-Breez'in - Pinney
Woodland, October 17, 1993 - Judge: Bob Bulman
Entry: B Wolfhounds
1st- Am Can Ch. Knightwind's Black Magic - Stockham
2nd- Kaelyn Limerick Tara Barra Gwynn - Aiken/Smith
3rd- Barra Gwynn C'est moi Chpnverse - Aiken
4th- Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Ail-nor - Aiken
NBQ- Castlemaine Smoke - Brown
NBQ- Am Can Ch. Knightwind's Autumn Magic - Stockham

Onychology
Onychalogy is the study of nails - in dogs, the study of claws and
clawbeds. According to the Cornell Animal Health Newsletter it is an
area that has been virtually ignored by veterinary medicine which is
unfortunate because nail disorder s are often clues to serious diseases.
"A dog with claw problems in all paws is likely to have an endocrine ,
nutritional, immune-mediated, or possibly an immunosuppressive disease.
Disorders confined to one paw are likely to be the result of bacterial
or fungal infection, trauma or cancer. But in spite of this "rule of
~claw," the dermatologists feel that determining the cause of any
specific claw abnormality is a complex problem."
At Cornell some 25 individual diseases were identified in dogs
presented with claw problems . Melanoma and other cancers can create
nail disorders. At first only one digit might be affected, then
additional tumors develop in other digits over the course of two to
four years. Soft, brittle or splitting claws can be treated the same as
for humans , with gelatin capsules given orally very 12 hours.
Unfortunately , when the therapy is discontinued, the condition returns,
as with humans.
"Or al administration of biotin (once called vitamin H) has been used
in treating human nail disorders, and this therapy may possibly work i n
dogs, although further study is required. The Cornell doctors remind
pet owners that patience is needed in treating nail problems . Because
of the growth cycle of claws , any treatment will require from six to
eight months before an abnormality is corrected."
- Cornell University
Animal Health Newsletter
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TENTATIVE LURETRIALSCHEDULEFOR94
CLUB

DATE
November 26
December4

C9CC
SSIH, AWC, 9CNC, PHFNC•

December 5

PHFNC/NCWFA

Januarv 22
January 23

PHFNC
NCWFA

Februarv
February
February
Februarv

PHFNC
NCWFA
SSIH(NCWC)
RCCACSSIHl

12
13
26
27

March 6
March7
March 13/14
March 26
March 27

9CONC
NCWC
CCLCA
PHFNC
NCWFA

April 16
APril 24/25

SSIH
ASFA CONVENTION

Aoril 30
Mav1
Mav21
Mav22

SSIHCNCWCl
RCCACSSIHl
PHFNC
NCWFA

June
June
June
June

PHFNC
NCWFA
9CONC
NCWC

11
12
25
26

Julv 16
Julv 17

SSIHCNCWCl
RCCAISSIHl

Auqust 13
Auqust 14

SSIH(AWC)
RCCA(SSIH)

Seotember
September
Seotember
Seotember
September

5
10
11
24
25

NCWC
PHFNC
NCWFA
SSIH
RCCA

October 29
October 30

PHFNC
NCWFA

November 12/13
November 25
December 3
December4

CCLCA
C9CC
SSIH/AWC/BCONC/PHFNC
NCWFNPHFNC

ALL
BREED

SPECI
ALTY

(x")

W,lb, Ba
p

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

{W}

(19)

ASFA/AKC
ASFA
ASFA("AKC JC test)

Newark

ASFA

Newark

AKC
AKC

Livermore
Livermore

AKC
AKC
ASFA (AKC SPl
ASFA CAKC SPl

9av Area
9av Area
Sacramento
Sacramento

ASFA
ASFA
ASFA
AKC
AKC

Fairfield
Fairfield
Clovis
9av Area
9avArea

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Soec: W
x

llM

!I Bl

(IN)

II Bl
llM

(19)

BA. IB, P

LOCATION

Sacramento

ASFA CAKC sol
ASFA !AKC sol
ASFA
ASFA

Sacramento
Sacramento
9av Area
9av Area

ASFA
ASFA
ASFA
ASFA

9av Area
9av Area
Fairfield
Fairfield

ASFA CAKC SPl
ASFA IAKC SPl

Sacramento
Sacramento

AKC (ASFA SPl
AKC (ASFA SP)

Sacramento
Sacramento

ASFA
AKC
AKC
ASFA
ASFA

Sacramento
Livermore
Livermore
Sacramento
Sacramento

ASFA
ASFA

9av Area
9av Area

ASFA
ASFA
ASFA
ASFA

Clovis
Bav Area
HavArea

New Hampshire congressional candidate Peter Spaulding has issued a
news release expressing his support of pet ownership. "Pets have
historically been friend and companion to men, women and especially
children," says the candidate . "As the owner of two Springer
Spaniels, Doc and Hickory, I understand the function of these dogs.
It does not matter whether I have had a good day or a bad day, These
dogs are glad to see me when I arrive home. Their attention is
important to me."
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CRITIQUE
Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club Specialty
September 18, 1993
Judge Goran Bodegard, M.D.
Sweden
Different breeds seem to attract different kinds of people. I.W.s
are gentle giants and as such they both give and demand. You cannot
have a dozen I.W.s crated in your two bedroom flat ••• it takes much
more. I.W.s demand work and sportiness and a lot more. Thus people
who are devoted to them are realistic and special in that they are in
the best sense normal. They know their breed is a reconstructed breed,
constructed with a lot of "funny" things in the common gene pool - and
all this makes the people easy to get along with as a critical judge of
their hounds. You can and are allowed to discuss faults! Your opinion
is respected and often understood and shared even by the ones out of
the ribbons. That is great and gives you the kind of psychological
sense of freedom which is pleasant when you are judging (which, in fact
always is equivalent to condemning ••• ) -My canine godmother, Mrs. Carin
Linde was Sweden's primary I.W. supporter in all ways . She early made
me understand and respect that even in front of a wolfhound with all
kinds of faults and missing qualities you must still always remember
what an immense amount of work time and money there is behind it! - and
much more so than in so many other show breeds . This should, of course ,
never corrupt you to hand out ribbons and awards to dogs beyond a
certain level of merit ••• but ••• - with this specific respect in mind
you may always approach the exhibitor of the dog with less quality in
the way that makes rapport and understanding possible .
I have been honoured these last years to judge really great IW
Specialties in different parts of the world. That is indeed an honour
and a profound lesson, too . - To get to know a breed includes not only
facts about the breed itself but also that special aspect of what is
the problem in the breed at that place and in that country •• Judging is
always a process of compromising -- and to do it right means that it is
certainly helpful to understand the local problems of the breed . When
do you have the right and even should you pref er anatomical and
structural soundness to type and vice versa? Where is type a problem
and where is soundness?
All these thoughts went through my mind at the Specialty of the
NCIWC this sunny day in September . The whole event was filled with that
very typical sporty atmosphere which is created by the common mentality
of the I . W. people - the problems of judging were the same as anywhere
in the world and I did not feel I had to be unduly submissive i n the
compromising - and I indeed had a great time and was treated royally in
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all ways. I want to thank the Club, its officers and my steward for
all making this show into such a memorable experience.
The number of dogs entered was great and made it possible for me to
form a general opinion of the situation of the breed in this part of
the world : Bitches are better than dogs - and that goes for the rest of
the world, too. This must be due to the fact that the development of
a male I.W. simply lS more difficult than the growth of the bitch . The
endogenous production of anabolic steroids in the males does not seem
to work with out problems in giant dogs! Some very young dogs were
better than adult dogs - thus promising more than the adults had
developed into. That too is a reflection on all the things that work
against the genetic potential in a giant breed! For the breeder, this
must be an interesting and difficult challenge in the selection process
for further breeding.
I must admit that I probably had formed my opinion about BOB even
before the breed class since my winner of the veteran bitches , Ch .
Sidhe Clooty of Gilla Machree, was just one of those dogs that make
you suddenly understand what you have been looking for all the time
while judging up until then . All the champions of the breed class thus
had to be immediately compared to this outstanding bitch (Cat . no. 87) .
This made my process of going through the breed class perhaps seem a
bit "quick" (only making one cut). It was thus very pleasing to get to
know that this bitch won this show for the third year in succession!
This bitch is big and great - she has the very best combination of
greyhoundlike curves with magnificence in strength, size and presence .
She is strong and sound as a bell - her head is ideal, her shoulders
optimal, her rear of the type we all must aim for but so rarely get.
She is seven and keeps all her vital strength of her maturity without a
trace of aging - also a very rare quality in this breed where we so
often find that vigor and even life is lost soon. I have a little
fetish idea when it comes to longlasting quality; I have never found a
veteran who still is in the prime who does not have perfect layback of
shoulder and angulation of upper arm and soundness in front. Maybe this
is not so odd - the sound front is, after all, the center around which
all the work is "rotating". What should a fabulous strong rear do with
all its energy if it had not got a sound front to work on? Where does a
long neck go - and a deep strong brisket without the support of a sound
front? Maybe it is only the sound-fronted dog that can develop himself
into general health and soundness in such a big breed as the Wolfhound .
Some detail comments:
Puppy dogs 6-9 months
1 ) This is a gorgeous puppy with all the balance and soundness that
could be asked for. A beautiful head with the best of expressions and
quality points in eyes and ears. Set of neck and shoulder and front of
particular construction ! (which probably wi ll not be lost) That kind of
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topline which is so typical for a tall sighthound of quality at this
age (ie a bit straight) lovely sweep of stifle and a great general
soundness. In spite of everything being "right" in this one, I do not
think he is a too-early maturer since he has all the power needed.
Maybe a future great one! I gave this young puppy Reserve Winners Dog
although I - with. age and sense - hesitate to make a puppy go over
adult dogs in big breeds. You may be so wrong in the long run! - but I
am still quite seduceable by a very pretty and well done puppy!
2)Full brother of Winner - much more chubby and immature - a lot of
strength to him - perhaps kept a bit on the heavy side?!
Puppy dogs 9-12 months
Notes lost unfortunately. (Remember the class to be very typical of
this in- between age where pieces rarely fit together into an overall
balance. Some tall ones and some with rather straight fronts and
secondary narrowness - and one or two with a bit straight and
out-twisting front feet - more than one gay tail, which is due to
immaturity more than to genes)

Dogs 12-18 months
A big class with quite big variations in types .
1 )A very well-balanced dog of moderate size but with presence in
general. Head balanced and of fair quality . Very good neck and topline
- good shoulders - very nice angulation in rear. Moves out very well
from side - very good coat .
2)This is a more stylish dog with a lovely head - flat ears - very
straight in upper arm - lovely neck - not deep enough yet - croup a bit
short but lovely reachy hindlegs , moves very well,
3) A handsome black dog who still looks very young - a very good head a bit straight in the upper arm - very nice long body - ratrher
straight in the stifle.
4) Not developed his balance yet - light in eye and big ears - needs
more volume in body and spring of ribs - rather narrow and thin behind .
Novice dog
1)Pleasing as a whole - very dark eyes , lovely neck - good topline, not
enough depth - needs more angulation behind and also strength - tail
could be heavier, moves very well ,
Bred by
1)A very big interesting strong dog with style and lines - coat of that
type that promises the best end result but on the day too sparse . This
dog's general build is to be aimed for! Size and strength in
combination with soundness and lines - and very good movements viewed
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from all angles. Presented in a breathtaking way by his small lady
handler. This dog is an easy winner were it not for his head which I
simply do not like. He is young and with the adequate coat development
that is going to come and maybe some further development in the head
(very possible since he is only two years of age) the end result
headwise will be better. Understand that this lovely dog created some
problems for me in the competition for Winners Dog since he has so much
which is ideal in the breed.
2)A reddish brindle dog with a good head. Well done shoulder but a bit
straight in upper arm - well constructed in rear - when in action he
presents a very well put together picture, but not the commanding
appearance of the winner.
3)Silver coloured dog with rather big ears and a bit soft in the coat.
Lovely depth of body - could have better sweep of stifle. Moves well.
4) A wheaten dog with pleasing proportions. A lot to like about his
details - would like a better angulation of upper arm though. This dog
is not in strong enough condition - would love to see him after some
weeks of hard exercise. His general construction and type are great and
I am sure he would love such a treat and get the most out of it both
for pleasure and looks. Basically a very good one!
American bred
1)Also Winners Dog. Looks young (is not yet two). Of long lines and of
a general build and type that is very familiar to me. Ideal head with
quality points - very good neck. Strong and long in back. Perfectly
angulated free hindquarters. Very good underline. Young unfinished in
coat, On the whole the proportions and curves are of the best type. His
handler must, however, get herself some more practice and instruction.
2)Wheaten dog of good size and general build - steeper in front and
slightly knuckling over in pastern. Rather short in croup - good in
rear. Moves well but has not the extension in gait of the winne1·.
Open dogs
1 )Light silver dog of beauty - a bit soft in coat - lovely expression
in a good head (in spite of light eyes) • Very good in front and
too straight in stifle. Very good body length and
shoulder
proportions. Moves very well.
2)A wheaten dog of honest and hound appearance but lacks a trifle bit
of elegance. Soundly constructed and seems to have workmanlike
usefulness, Would like him a bit more angulated in front and rear.
Moves very well indeed - very pleasing head.
3)A tall dog - when in action he creates a better impression than when
standing where he presents himself a bit up in the air. This is one of
these dogs that makes me wonder if growth made him solve the weightbearing problem by going straighter instead of keeping the angulation
in front and rear.
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4)This dog must have seemed the self evident winner from the ringside he has so much type in details and proportions and lines. Lovely
expression (head a trifle narrow though!) Rather light in eye - perfect
ears neck and topline. Is not wide and strong enough in rear though.
Puppy bitches 6-9 months
1)Lovely feminine strong bitch puppy with great head and length of body
and depth, Well constructed in front and with good sweep behind - moves
very well indeed . Specially good expression! Very promising - obviously
a full sister to the dog puppy. In competition for best puppy she lost
to her brother since at that time of day she did not care for shows any
more, Also she is a bit shorter in the neck than the dog puppy. Must be
wonderful, however, to have bred those two most promising puppies!
Puppy bitches 9-12 months
1)Great size and lovely head - very good topline and length , Depth of
body very good for age, Enough angulation in rear - a bit happy in tail
carriage (at present age!) Good extension,
2)A bit smaller - very typical lines and curves - a bit shorter than
the winner . Very good expression , A bit straight in upper arm - lovely
bone and very good angulation in rear.
3)Red brindle bitch who excells in a true picture in action (more than
standing) - not quite the general strength of above ,
4)Long and good in body - could have a little more elegance ,
Some other bitches in this class were of generally good quality
had to be out of the ribbons due to bad lay of shoulder and
straightness in upper arm.
Bitches 12-1B months
1 )Stylish bitch with lovely head, Very good length of back - a trifle
wide in front - could have some more angulation in stifle - needs to
develop her body, Excells in action from all angles, Very good promise!
2)A bit more boyish in the head - and a bit shorter in the loin than
the winner . Rather straight behind and gay in tail , Good body volume
and moves very well,
3)Does not want to be shown - not a bad temper at all, just a spoilt
child. Strong spacious body and brisket - very well angulated behind ,
Needs more refinement in head ,
Novice bitches
1 )Beautiful silver bitch with lovely head and expression , Very nice
lines but needs a bit more volume, Impressive in action .
2)Lovely head of classical style , Soft in condition , Basically a very
good one , A bit narrow behind and not quite parallel in front .
3)Also a good one generally - but a bit simpler in head , Good in neck
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and topline - well constructed in front and rear but needs some length
in loin. Tends to be a bit high over croup in action.
Bred by bitches
1 )Valuable big bitch of great strength and soundness. Has volume and
lines and curves - excells in shoulders! A trifle boyish, though. Moves
exceptionally well. Perfect condition and presentation.
2)Big wheaten bitch of true femininity with the optimal balance between
head, neck length and height. A classical picture of a great wolfhound.
Lovely angulation behind - beautiful in head and its details. Her
top line gives away in action though and she is a bit narrow behind.
Pressed winner a lot but had to stay back due to the better strength of
the winner. Typewise a model for the breed. Of course, I loved her!
3)Also a quality bitch but with less good ears and rather round eyes.
Good neck and strong long back. Correct in front - enough volume.
4)Wheateh bitch - enough size. Well put together - could be a little
more elegant. Moves very well. Very good head.
Amercan bred bitches
1 )Very strong bitch with good head and lovely ears. A trifle short in
the neck - strong long body. Adequate angulation - good in action.
Lovely coat.
2)More elegant but with straighter upper arm. Drops her head in action.
Very nice head, though - a bit flat in ears. Could do with more
angulation behind.
3)Very stylish but would like more strength in the neck. Flattens out
in topline and shows her tail a bit much.
4) Beautiful head indeed. Needs some more concentration (under line) better in action than standing.
Open Bitches
1 )Of moderate size but indeed a lovely one! Beautiful head - lovely
proportions in neck and back. Moves very well and is hard to criticize
and easy to like a lot. Optimal balance between elegance and volume.
Shown very well indeed with the best contact between dog and handler.
This was my Winners Bitch (and also Best of Winners!) and won over the
winner of Bred By who is bigger and somewhat stronger due to more
femininity . Both these bitches had most impressive action - and the
reserve bitch got very annoyed not winning and thus protested by
raising her tail which of course did not change my decision .
2)Bigger than the winner - another very good one . Very nice in the head
- good in proportions and volume and moves well . A bit straighter
behind - has lost coat on brisket giving the impression of less depth
than the winner.
3)Lovely classical head - somewhat lower on the legs - very good neck
and body length. A trifle straight in the upper arm. Good depth -
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adequate angulation behind.
4)Feminine. Lovely head - classical lines. Needs a bit more volume in
brisket - and more width in front and rear.
Veteran Dog
Dark brindle - lovely old gentleman. Good head with fine expression.
Moves very impressively for his age.
Veteran Bitches
1)Also my Best of Breed winner - see above,
2)A lovely bitch with such a good head. Has lost a bit in muscles - is
a bit straight in shoulders and upper arm.
Best of Breed
The veteran bitch - commented above - was in my opinion superior! Best
of Opposite Sex was Ch . Moloney's Andre who is a very well built strong
male - not the tallest - but combining strength and curves in a very
pleasing way and has very sound and impressive movements. He too has
optimal creation of shoulder and front - impressive body and a generous
rear. He lost to the breed winner who has the extra development of
lines and elegance . Pleasing to hear that this quality couple also made
up BOB and BOS last year!
Of course there were quite a few others in the Breed class worth
mentioning - but in general I must say only that the impression was
very satisfying .and there were not many non-champion-quality dogs in
the Breed class, reflecting both on the quality of your wolfhounds and
the quality of judging them.
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